Using Data Augmentation Based Reinforcement Learning for Daily Stock Trading
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Abstract: In algorithmic trading, adequate training data set is key to making profits. However, stock trading data in units of a day can not meet the great demand for reinforcement learning. To address this problem, we proposed a framework named data augmentation based reinforcement learning (DARL) which uses minute-candle data (open, high, low, close) to train the agent. The agent is then used to guide daily stock trading. In this way, we can increase the instances of data available for training in hundreds of folds, which can substantially improve the reinforcement learning effect. But not all stocks are suitable for this kind of trading. Therefore, we propose an access mechanism based on skewness and kurtosis to select stocks that can be traded properly using this algorithm. In our experiment, we find proximal policy optimization (PPO) is the most stable algorithm to achieve high risk-adjusted returns. Deep Q-learning (DQN) and soft actor critic (SAC) can beat the market in Sharp Ratio.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, algorithmic trading has drawn more and more attention in the field of reinforcement learning and finance. There are many classical reinforcement learning algorithms being used in the financial sector. Jeong & Kim use deep Q-learning to improve financial trading decisions [1]. They use a deep neural network to predict the number of shares to trade and propose a transfer learning algorithm to prevent overfitting. Deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) is explored to find the best trading strategies in complex dynamic stock markets [2]. Optimistic and pessimistic reinforcement learning is applied for stock portfolio allocation. Reference [3] using asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C) and deep Q-network (DQN) with stacked denoising autoencoders (SDAEs) gets better results than Buy & Hold strategy and original algorithms. Zhipeng Liang et al. implement policy gradient (PG), PPO, and DDPG in portfolio management [4]. In their experiments, PG is more desirable than PPO and DDPG, although both of them are more advanced.

In addition to different algorithms, research objects are many and various. Kai Lei et al. combine gated recurrent unit (GRU) and attention mechanism with reinforcement learning to improve single stock trading decision making [5]. A constrained portfolio trading system is set up using a particle swarm algorithm and recurrent reinforcement learning [6]. The system yields a better efficient frontier than mean-variance based portfolios. Reinforcement learning agents are also used for trading financial indices [7]. David W. Lu uses recurrent reinforcement learning and long short term memory (LSTM) to
trade foreign exchange [8]. From the above, we can see reinforcement learning can be applied to many financial assets.

However, most of the work in this field does not pay much attention to the training data set. It is well known that deep learning needs plenty of data to train to get a satisfactory result. And reinforcement learning requires even more data to achieve an acceptable result. Reference [8] uses over ten million frames to train the DQN model to reach and even exceed human level across 57 Atari games. In the financial field, the daily-candle data is not sufficient to train a reinforcement learning model. The amount of minute-candle data is enormous, but high-frequency trading like trading once per minute is not suitable for the great majority of the individual investors. And intraday trading is not allowed for common stocks in the A-share market. Therefore, we propose a data augmentation method to address the problem. Minute-candle data is used to train the model, and then the model can be applied to daily assets trading, which is similar to transfer learning. Training set and test set have similar characteristics and different categories.

This study not only has research significance and application meaning in financial algorithmic trading but also provides a novel data augmentation method in reinforcement learning training of daily financial assets trading. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- We propose an original data augmentation approach that can enlarge the scale of the training dataset a hundred times as before by using minute-candle data to replace daily data. By this means, adequate data is available for training reinforcement learning model, leading to a satisfactory result.
- The data augmentation method mentioned above is not suitable for all financial assets. We provide an access mechanism based on skewness and kurtosis to select proper stocks that can be traded using the proposed algorithm.
- The experiments show that the proposed model using the data augmentation method can get decent returns compared with Buy & Hold strategy in the dataset the model has not seen before. This indicates our model learns some useful law from minute-candle data and then applies it to daily stock trading.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 describes the preliminaries and reviews the background on reinforcement learning as well as data augmentation. Section 3 describes the data augmentation based reinforcement learning (DARL) framework and details the concrete algorithms. Section 4 provides experimental settings, results, and evaluation. Section 5 concludes this paper and points out some promising future extensions.

2. Preliminaries and Background

In this section, we first present the introduction to algorithmic trading. Thereafter, reinforcement learning (RL), policy-based reinforcement learning, and Q-Learning are introduced. Finally, we discuss data augmentation and two important statistics.

2.1. Algorithmic Trading

Algorithmic trading is a process for executing orders utilizing automated and pre-programmed trading instructions to account for variables such as price, timing, and volume. An algorithm is a set of directions for solving a problem. Computer algorithms send small portions of the full order to the market over time.

Algorithmic trading uses complex formulas, combined with mathematical models and human oversight, to make decisions to buy or sell financial securities on an exchange. Algorithmic trading can be used in various situations, including order execution, arbitrage, and trend trading strategies. Reinforcement learning is suitable for continuous decision-making in the algorithmic trading scenario and can be easily extended into an online learning version.
2.2. Reinforcement Learning

The main characters of reinforcement learning are the agent and the environment. The environment is the world that the agent lives in and interacts with. It changes when the agent acts on it, but may also change on its own. At every step of interaction, the agent sees an observation of the state of the world and then decides on an action to take. It also perceives a reward signal from the environment, a number that tells it how good or bad the current world state is. The goal of the agent is to maximize its cumulative reward, called return. Reinforcement learning enables the agent to learn behaviors to achieve its goal. Figure 1 demonstrates the interaction loop between agent and environment.

A policy is a rule used by an agent to decide what actions to take. It can be deterministic, and denoted by $\mu$:

$$a_t = \mu(s_t),$$  \hfill (1)

or it may be stochastic, and denoted by $\pi$:

$$a_t \sim \pi(\cdot|s_t).$$ \hfill (2)

A trajectory $\tau$ is a sequence of states and actions in the world,

$$\tau = (s_0, a_0, s_1, a_1, ...).$$ \hfill (3)

The reward function $R$ is critically important in reinforcement learning. It depends on the current state of the world, the action just taken, and the next state of the world:

$$r_t = R(s_t, a_t, s_{t+1}).$$ \hfill (4)

Figure 1. Agent-environment interaction loop.

2.3. Policy Optimization and Q-Learning

There are two main approaches to representing and training agents with model-free RL: policy optimization and Q-Learning.

Policy Optimization. Methods in this family represent a policy explicitly as $\pi_\theta(a|s)$. They optimize the parameters $\theta$ either directly by gradient ascent on the performance objective $J(\pi_\theta)$, or indirectly, by maximizing local approximations of $J(\pi_\theta)$. This optimization is almost always performed on-policy, which means that each update only uses data collected while acting according to the most recent version of the policy.

A couple of examples of policy optimization methods are:

- A2C/A3C [9], which performs gradient ascent to maximize performance directly,
- and PPO [10], whose updates indirectly maximize performance, by instead maximizing a surrogate objective function which gives a conservative estimate for how much $J(\pi_\theta)$ will change as a result of the update.
Q-Learning. Methods in this family learn an approximator \( Q_\theta(s, a) \) for the optimal action-value function, \( Q^*(s, a) \). Typically they use an objective function based on the Bellman equation. This optimization is almost always performed off-policy, which means that each update can use data collected at any point during training, regardless of how the agent was chosen to explore the environment when the data was obtained. The corresponding policy is obtained via the connection between \( Q^* \) and \( \pi^* \): the actions taken by the Q-learning agent are given by

\[
a(s) = \arg \max_a Q_\theta(s, a).
\]

Examples of Q-learning methods include

- DQN [11], a classic which substantially launched the field of deep RL,
- and C51 [12], a variant that learns a distribution over return whose expectation is \( Q^* \).

The primary strength of policy optimization methods is that they are principled in the sense that you directly optimize for the thing you want. This tends to make them stable and reliable. By contrast, Q-learning methods only indirectly optimize agent performance by training \( Q_\theta \) to satisfy a self-consistency equation. It is less stable. But, Q-learning methods gain the advantage of being substantially more sample efficient when they work, because they can reuse data more effectively than policy optimization techniques.

Policy optimization and Q-learning are not incompatible (and under some circumstances, it turns out equivalent [13]), and there exist a range of algorithms that live in between the two extremes. Algorithms that live on this spectrum can carefully trade-off between the strengths and weaknesses of either side.

- DDPG [14] is an algorithm that concurrently learns a deterministic policy and a Q-function by using each to improve the other.
- SAC [15] is a variant that uses stochastic policies, entropy regularization, and a few other tricks to stabilize learning and score higher than DDPG on standard benchmarks.

2.4. Data Augmentation

Data augmentation is a data-space solution to the problem of limited data. It encompasses a suite of techniques that enhance the size and quality of training dataset such that a better deep learning model can be built using them [16]. There are lots of augmentation algorithms in image datasets, such as geometric transformation, color space augmentations, kernel filters, mixing images, random erasing, etc. Some algorithms can also be used in reinforcement learning, like adversarial training, generative adversarial networks (GAN), neural style transfer, and meta-learning.

Model-free RL can suffer from limited data if the environment cannot provide infinite training data, such as in the financial field. To address the shortcoming, model-based RL can synthesize a model of the world from experience [17]. Using an internal model to reason about the future, the agent can seek positive outcomes while avoiding the adverse consequences of trial-and-error in the real environment. Pengqian Yu et al. take advantage of GAN to generate synthetic market data [18]. They train a recurrent GAN using historical asset data to produce realistic multi-dimensional time series.

Data augmentation method is based on fractal theory. Almost all fractals are at least partially self-similar. This means that a part of the fractal is identical to the entire fractal itself except smaller. The stock data also has such a fractal nature. We can think of stock data as a continuous timing chart, and minute-candle data is part of the overall timing chart. Any keen observer of the market would be aware that the patterns seen on the intra-day charts of 1-min, 5-min, 10-min intervals and so on are very similar to the patterns seen on the daily, weekly, monthly, or even quarterly charts. Distributional self-similarity is found in the financial time series [19]. Therefore, the minute-candle data maintains the distribution properties of the daily-candle data. It is reasonable to expand the daily-candle data with the minute-candle data.
2.5. Skewness and Kurtosis

Skewness is usually described as a measure of a dataset’s symmetry. A perfectly symmetrical data set will have a skewness of 0. The normal distribution has a skewness of 0. Skewness is defined as:

\[
\text{Skewness} = \frac{\sum (X_i - \overline{X})^3}{ns^3},
\]

where \(n\) is the sample size, \(X_i\) is the \(i\)th \(X\) value, \(\overline{X}\) is the average and \(s\) is the sample standard deviation. The skewness is referred to as the third standardized central moment for the probability model.

Kurtosis measures the tail-heaviness of the distribution. Kurtosis is defined as:

\[
\text{Kurtosis} = \frac{\sum (X_i - \overline{X})^4}{ns^4}.
\]

Kurtosis is referred to as the fourth standardized central moment for the probability model.

3. The Proposed DARL

In this section, the proposed data augmentation reinforcement learning model is demonstrated. Firstly, we present the financial asset environment in our model. It contains observation of the reinforcement learning algorithm and feedback of specific state and action. Secondly, we introduce the PPO and SAC used by our model. They can represent state-of-the-art policy-based algorithms and actor-critic algorithms, respectively. Finally, we describe the data augmentation method used in our model.

3.1. Financial Asset Environment

A standard reinforcement learning environment usually contains state, action, reward, and done or not. For financial assets, our state (namely, the algorithm observation) includes time, open, high, low, and close [20]. The open price is the price at the beginning of the minute or day, high is the maximum price during the interval, low is the minimum price, and the close price is the last price of the time interval. Every time interval is called a bar and allows us to have an idea of price movement within the interval. In our model, the algorithm observation includes three parts:

- N past bars, where each has open, high, low, and close prices
- An indication that the share was bought some time ago (only one share at a time will be possible)
- Profits or loss that we currently have from our current position (the share bought)

At every step, the agent can take one of the following actions:

- Do nothing: skip the bar without taking an action
- Buy a share: if the agent has already got the share, nothing will be bought; otherwise, we will pay the commission (0.1% by default)
- Close the position: if we do not have a previously purchased share, nothing will happen; otherwise, we will pay the commission of the trade

According to the definition, the agent looks N past bars’ trading information from the environment. Our model is like a higher-order Markov chain model [21]. Higher-order Markov chain models remember more than one-step historical information. Additional history can have predictive value.

The reward that the agent receives can be split into multiple steps during the ownership of the share. In that case, the reward on every step will be equal to the last bar’s movement. On the other hand, the agent will receive the reward only after the close action and receive the full reward at once. At first sight, both variants should have the same final result, but maybe with different convergence speeds. However, we find that the latter approach gets a more stable training result and is more likely to gain high reward. Therefore, we use the second approach in the final model. Figure 2 shows the interaction between our agent and the financial asset environment.
3.2. Primary Algorithm Introduction

PPO and SAC are two state-of-the-art reinforcement learning algorithms. They are used to verify the effectiveness of the data augmentation method. Details of the two algorithms are as follows:

3.2.1. Proximal Policy Optimization

PPO is motivated by the same question of trust region policy optimization (TRPO) [22]. How can we take the biggest possible improvement step on a policy using the data we currently have, without stepping so far that we accidentally cause performance collapse? TRPO tries to solve this problem with a complicated second-order method. PPO is a family of first-order methods that use a few other tricks to keep new policies close to old.

PPO updates policies via

$$
\theta_{k+1} = \arg \max_{\theta} \mathbb{E}_{s,a \sim \pi_\theta} \left[ L(s,a,\theta_k,\theta) \right],
$$

(8)

typically taking multiple steps of (usually minibatch) SGD to maximize the objective. Here $L$ is given by

$$
L(s,a,\theta_k,\theta) = \min \left( \frac{\pi_\theta(a|s)}{\pi_{\theta_k}(a|s)} A^{\pi_{\theta_k}}(s,a), \quad \text{clip} \left( \frac{\pi_\theta(a|s)}{\pi_{\theta_k}(a|s)}, 1 - \epsilon, 1 + \epsilon \right) A^{\pi_{\theta_k}}(s,a) \right),
$$

(9)
in which $\epsilon$ is a (small) hyperparameter which roughly says how far away the new policy is allowed to go from the old.

There is another simplified version of this objective:

$$
L(s,a,\theta_k,\theta) = \min \left( \frac{\pi_\theta(a|s)}{\pi_{\theta_k}(a|s)} A^{\pi_{\theta_k}}(s,a), \quad g(\epsilon, A^{\pi_{\theta_k}}(s,a)) \right),
$$

(10)

where

$$
g(\epsilon, A) = \begin{cases} 
(1 + \epsilon)A & A \geq 0 \\
(1 - \epsilon)A & A < 0.
\end{cases}
$$

(11)

Clipping serves as a regularizer by removing incentives for the policy to change dramatically. The hyperparameter $\epsilon$ corresponds to how far away the new policy can go from the old while still profiting the objective.

3.2.2. Soft Actor-Critic

SAC is an algorithm that optimizes a stochastic policy in an off-policy way. A central feature of SAC is entropy regularization. The policy is trained to maximize a trade-off between expected return and entropy, a randomness measure in the policy. Increasing entropy results in more exploration,
which can accelerate learning later on. It can also prevent the policy from prematurely converging to a bad local optimum.

Entropy is a quantity which says how random a random variable is. Let \( x \) be a random variable with probability mass \( P \). The entropy \( H \) of \( x \) is computed from its distribution \( P \) according to

\[
H(P) = \sum_{x \sim P} - \log P(x).
\]  

(12)

In entropy-regularized reinforcement learning, the agent gets bonus reward at each timestep. This changes the RL problem to:

\[
\pi^* = \arg \max_{\pi} \mathbb{E}_{\tau \sim \pi} \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t \left( R(s_t, a_t, s_{t+1}) + \alpha H(\pi(\cdot|s_t)) \right),
\]

(13)

where \( \alpha > 0 \) is the trade-off coefficient. The policy of SAC should, in each state, act to maximize the expected future return plus expected future entropy.

Original SAC is for continuous action settings and not applicable to discrete action settings. To deal with discrete action settings of our financial asset, we use an alternative version of the SAC algorithm that is suitable for discrete actions. It is competitive with other model-free state-of-the-art RL algorithms [23].

3.3. Data Augmentation Method

Data augmentation techniques enlarge the original dataset to improve results and avoid overfitting. It is often used in deep learning, especially in image datasets. We now present our proposed method: We use minute-candle data instead of the daily-candle data to train the reinforcement learning model. Minute-candle data and daily-candle data are both composed of four tuples, including open, high, low, and close prices. One trading day contains hundreds of minutes of trading. The training dataset is augmented vastly. And the characteristics of minute-candle data and daily-candle data are similar. In DARL, we use the model trained on minute-candle data to guide the daily stock trading. DARL provides a paradigm for using minute-candle data set to train the agent that guides daily trading.

However, the minute-candle dataset is not the same as daily trading data, which results in that not all financial assets are suitable for this kind of trading. To resolve the problem, we propose an access mechanism based on skewness and kurtosis to select stocks that can be traded in this way. The detail of the access mechanism is discussed in Section 4.

4. Experiments and Results

In this section, we describe our experiments and results in three aspects. Firstly, the dataset and trading environments are introduced. Secondly, our model and trading agents are presented in detail. At last, we analyze the experimental results and discuss other relevant aspects of the framework.

4.1. Dataset and Trading Environments

As mentioned in Section 3, our training dataset is in units of a minute. We choose Yandex company stock for 2016 as a training dataset. There are 130k lines in the form of Table 1.

In the training and testing process, transaction costs are set as 0.1% (buy and sell are the same). For testing assets, we select two kinds of stocks from the A-share market. For rising stocks, our model can get higher returns. For declining stocks, our model can make less loss, or even create some profit. We have applied DARL to thirty different financial assets. Eleven of them meet the requirements of the access mechanism based on skewness and kurtosis. The eleven assets all get satisfactory results using our agents. And for the rest of the assets that can not satisfy the two requirements simultaneously, most of them perform poorly in our experiments. From the eleven assets, we choose
three typical stocks. They are YZGF (603886.SH), KLY (002821.SZ), NDSD (300750.SZ) from the Tushare database [24]. The stocks from IPO (Initial Public Offering) to 12 June 2020 are dealt with in our experiment. Owing to different starting times, we can test our agents in diverse a time period to verify their robustness. The period we choose is after 2016 to avoid overlapping with the training dataset.

We only use the minute-candle data as training set and use target stock’s daily data as testing set without using target stock data for training, which is like zero-shot meta learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Form of training dataset.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20160104 173200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20160104 173300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20160104 173400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20160104 173500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20160104 173600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20160104 173700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Trading Agents

The reinforcement learning framework we use is SLM-Lab [25], a software framework for reproducible RL research. It enables easy development of RL algorithms using modular components and file-based configuration. In our experiments, we use DQN, PPO, and SAC to train the trading agents. Their setting details are introduced as follows.

4.2.1. Deep Q-Learning

Our DQN agent is initialized with four normalized inputs (open, high, low, close price), two hidden fully-connected layers (512-512), and three outputs (buy, hold, sell). We use 6 million steps to train DQN and use 0.1 million steps as max replay buffer size. By using SLM-Lab, one experiment is a trial in the framework. And it contains four concurrent sessions. Each session includes the same algorithm structure and different initialized random parameters. They are run independently, thus getting different experimental results.

Figure 3 shows the DQN trial graph that is a collection of 4 sessions. The trial graph takes the mean of sessions and plots an error envelop using standard deviation. It helps visualize the averaged performance of different sessions that have multiple random seeds. From Figure 3, we can see a rising trend of average returns during 6 million training steps. The difference between the four sessions is not very huge.

4.2.2. Proximal Policy Optimization

Our PPO agent has the same inputs, outputs, and network structure as the DQN agent. We use 10 million steps to train the PPO agent. Figure 4 demonstrates that the PPO agent in 4 sessions gets stable and substantial return increase during 10 million steps. It seems like an ideal agent to guide daily stock trading in our experiment.

4.2.3. Soft Actor-Critic

Our SAC agent’s inputs, outputs, and network structure are identical to the PPO agent. 2 million steps are used to train the SAC agent, and its max replay buffer size is 1 million steps. Figure 5 suggests that the SAC agent’s four sessions vary considerably, based on its target to maximize entropy. On average, the SAC agent obtains satisfactory returns. Therefore, we can choose the best session model to guide another stock trading.
Figure 3. DQN on 4 sessions.

Figure 4. PPO on 4 sessions.
4.3. Results and Discussions

The annualized return (AR) and the sharp ratio (SR) are used as evaluation metrics. Annualized return can put different periods into the same scale, which is benefit to compare various stock returns using different agents. Sharp ratio is a kind of risk-adjusted return. It is computed as $SR = \frac{R_p - R_f}{\sigma_p}$, where $R_p$ is the return, $R_f$ is the risk-free rate, and $\sigma_p$ is the standard deviation of excess return. Table 2 shows the AR and SR for each selected asset. Three reinforcement learning algorithms are evaluated: DQN, PPO, and SAC. The baseline of trading strategy is buy and hold (B&H). To compare with B&H, we set the risk-free rate to 0. Sharp ratio is a relative metric, which is applied to compare risk-adjusted returns of different trading strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>YZGF</th>
<th>KLY</th>
<th>NDSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy and Hold</td>
<td>-5.65%</td>
<td>-2.09%</td>
<td>48.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQN</td>
<td>12.41%</td>
<td>9.77%</td>
<td>38.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPO</td>
<td>1.23%</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
<td>56.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>12.98%</td>
<td>6.69%</td>
<td>37.44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1. General Evaluations

From Table 2, we can see that PPO is more stable than the other two agents because its AR and SR outperform the B&H strategy consistently. On the contrary to training results, DQN and SAC often surpass the B&H strategy in AR and always exceed the B&H strategy in SR. Besides, DQN or SAC sometimes gets the highest SR among all strategies, which means the largest risk-adjusted return. It is worth noting that the stock and period of our training dataset is entirely different from that of the testing dataset. Therefore, we can conclude that the excess return of agents can be attributed to
the inherent market law found by the agents. And the law does not change with stock and period. In conclusion, PPO is a stable algorithm in our experiment; on the other hand, DQN and SAC can get higher AR and SR at times.

4.3.2. Algorithm Comparison

Figure 6 illustrates the details of the profit curves of Stock YZGF and NDSD. Figure 6a shows all three agents can make profit even in a declining trend, although we have not allowed short operation in trading due to the unique characteristics of the A-share market. From Figure 6, we can see that PPO and SAC trace the B&H trend on the whole. And DQN has its own strategy, which sometimes leads to lower returns but always gets higher risk-adjusted returns. Furthermore, SAC sometimes gets higher returns than PPO due to its high intrinsic entropy. As a consequence of high entropy, the SAC agent can take some novel actions and decrease overfitting to the training dataset. In general, using minute-candle data as training data does contribute to better algorithmic trading even in different stocks and periods.

4.3.3. Access Mechanism

The agents trained on the minute-candle data in our experiment can work well on some daily stocks, but not on all. Therefore, an access mechanism is used to select stocks suitable for our agents. The mechanism is based on two numerical characteristics, skewness and kurtosis. Skewness is the degree of distortion from the symmetrical bell curve or the normal distribution. It measures the lack of symmetry in the data distribution. Kurtosis is all about the tails of the distribution. It is used to describe the extreme values in one versus the other tail. Skewness and kurtosis of eight stocks or ETFs (Exchange Traded Funds) are shown in Table 3. Besides the three stocks discussed above, the five assets are ZGHL (513050.SH), HSZS (159920.SZ), TGY (300347.SZ), AEYK (300015.SZ) and HLSN
(600585.SH). Close prices of the eight assets from 2017 are used to calculate skewness and kurtosis. We find that when $1 < \text{skewness} < 2$ and $0 < \text{kurtosis} < 2$, our agents perform well. Positive skewness means the tail on the right side of the distribution is longer or fatter, and positive kurtosis means distribution is longer or tails are fatter. In other words, prices are made up of more low prices close to the mean and less high prices far from the mean. Besides, more extreme prices exist in the distribution compared with the normal distribution. There are more chances for our agents buying stocks at lower prices and selling stocks at extremely high prices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YZGF</th>
<th>NDSD</th>
<th>KLY</th>
<th>ZGHL</th>
<th>HSZS</th>
<th>TGYY</th>
<th>AEYK</th>
<th>HLSN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>-1.08</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, a data augmentation based reinforcement learning (DARL) framework is proposed to address the deficiency of training data in financial deep reinforcement learning. Financial minute-candle data is used to train the agents, and then the agents can guide daily financial assets trading. To select suitable financial assets, an access mechanism based on skewness and kurtosis is put forward. RL algorithms, such as DQN, PPO, and SAC, are utilized to verify the framework’s effectiveness. The experimental results show that the PPO agent can outperform B&H strategy consistently in AR and SR. DQN and SAC agents surpass B&H strategy in SR. Thus, it can be seen that our framework works on daily stock trading even in different stocks and periods from the training dataset.

While the proposed framework has been verified effectively, there are still some directions worth studying in the future. We put forward a new paradigm to address the training data sparseness problem. Based on this, historical data of investment targets or stock data with similar market capitalization and volatility can be combined with transfer learning to get higher performance in future research.
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